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ract

attice structures offer desirable mechanical properties for applications of energy absorption and im
ation but limited research has been carried out on their shock compression behavior. In this work
compression behavior of stainless steel 316L (SS316L) octet-truss lattice structures was investig
gh experimental techniques and numerical simulations. Plate impact experiments with high-s
ing were conducted at impact velocities of 270 – 390 m/s on lattice specimens with 5x5x10 unit
etries additively manufactured (AM) using direct metal laser sintering. High-speed imaging toge
digital image correlation was used to extract full-field measurements and define a two-wave struc
sting of an elastic wave and planar compaction (shock) wave which propagated along the impact d
A linear shock velocity versus particle velocity relation was found to approximate the measurem
a unit slope and a linear fit constant equal to the crushing speed. The shock velocity versus par
ity relation, full-field measurements, and elastic limit together with the Eulerian form of the Rank
niot jump conditions were used to find relations for the stress and internal energy behind the sh
s behind the shock increased with relative density and particle velocity, and specific internal en
rged to a single curve similar to that of bulk AM SS316L. Explicit finite element analysis using
son-Cook constitutive model demonstrated similar shock behavior observed in experiments and a li
velocity versus particle velocity relation and corresponding Hugoniot calculations were found to b
ment with experimental results. Numerical simulations confirmed negligible effects of exterior ve
or measurements and further validated the application of one-dimensional shock theory.

ords: Lattice structures, Shock, Hugoniot, Digital image correlation, Plate impact

troduction

attice structures (or, lattice materials) are a class of architected cellular materials consisting of peri

cells composed of rods, plates, or smooth surfaces [1–5]. Advances in additive manufacturing (

n the last decade have allowed acceleration of the design space for these materials through incre

facturing resolution on both the nano- and millimeter scale for metallic and polymeric materials [3

ce structures demonstrate high specific strength and stiffness at low relative densities (volume fracti

7] and excellent energy absorption properties across various topologies [3, 8–10] which makes them

for high strain-rate and impact applications. Deformation of these materials may be considere

a microscopic unit cell (UC) response and macroscopic bulk material response. Thus, the mecha

ior of lattice structures inherently depends on both unit cell topology and base material. Strain

s have been observed in two regimes: (1) at moderate to high strain-rates (1000/s), lattice struct

orresponding author
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strain-rate-dependent mechanical behavior consistent with the base parent material [11–13]; and

ry high strain-rates or impact velocities, lattice structures exhibit a compaction shock wave [14

r to that in cellular materials [16].

pplication of shock physics in solid cellular materials, such as metallic foams or periodic struct

s as motivation for the analysis of lattice structures. Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions for pl

ial shocks following the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy have been extensively applie

tical models of the shock response in metallic foams [17, 18] but only proposed in lattice structures

xample, Barnes et al. [20] performed experiments and Hugoniot shock analysis on low relative den

inum foams using a direct impact split-Hopkinson bar with complementary numerical simulation

naros and Kyriakides [21]. They observed a shock developing above some critical impact velocity

uted Hugoniot values agreed with experimental and simulation measurements. Additional simulat

aitanaros and Kyriakides [22] on aluminum foams showed dependence of the shock velocity-im

ity relation, stress behind the shock, crushing energy density, and Hugoniot strain on varying rela

ties. More recently, plate impact experiments with velocimetry have quantified the compaction s

in additively manufactured cellular materials [23], stochastic foams, and periodic materials of lay

[24]. At very high impact velocities, interesting phenomena such as jetting of the periodic structure

een observed [25].

he shock response of lattice structures has been studied in a limited manner across various length s

aterials. Hawreliak et al. [14] and Lind et al. [15] have conducted experiments on sub-millim

olymeric materials which clearly show a two-wave structure of an elastic precursor wave followe

action shock wave. Branch et al. [26] conducted experiments on stainless steel 316L lattices (2

using phase contrast imaging and demonstrated significant effects of experimental geometries on

response. On a smaller scale, Portela et al. [27] investigated impact behavior of nano-scale br

e structures which showed a compaction shock response with distinct regions of intact and dens

rial. Few shock experiments on metallic lattice structures on the engineering scale (millimeter UC)

carried out. The shock regime of lattice structures has been introduced, but not fully explored

res the development of a consistent theory and analysis across length scales and materials.

this work, shock definitions and parameters are developed for lattice structures and 1D unia

r shock theory is applied to stainless steel 316L octet-truss lattice structures on the O(cm) le

Normal plate impact experiments are conducted and Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions are app

e compaction shock using full-field digital image correlation (DIC) measurements obtained using h

imaging. General trends for the Hugoniot field variables are analyzed per particle velocity and rela

ty. Explicit finite element analysis is also conducted to shed further light on experiments and

ved trends. Section 2 details the experimental methods of this work through specimen design

cterization, description of normal plate impact experiments, and DIC techniques. Section 3

nts the experimental results and defines and develops Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations for s
2
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ity, stress, and internal energy of lattice specimens. Section 4 presents the framework, results,

ine-Hugoniot shock analysis for numerical simulations, and discusses these results to validate eff

terior versus interior measurements, application of one-dimensional shock theory, and compariso

iments. Finally, Section 5 presents the summary and conclusions of this work.

xperimental Methods

Specimen Design and Characterization

he design and manufacturing process of lattice structure specimens using an octet-truss unit cell ge

[28] with 5x5x10 UC dimensions and one baseplate is illustrated in Fig. 1. Geometries with rela

ties, ρ∗/ρs, of 10%, 15%, and 30% were designed using SolidWorks (Dassualt Systemes, Providence,

racteristic length, L0, was maintained in each unit cell geometry while the thickness, t, was varie

fy relative density. Lattice structures were manufactured by Protolabs (Maple Plain, MN, USA) u

resolution (20 µm layer) direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) AM with stainless steel 316L (SS316

DMLS

AM Lattice Specimen

30% 10 mm

Unit Cell

5x5x10 UC
+

Baseplate

Lattice Geometry

𝑳
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𝑯 𝑾

𝒕𝒃

tL0

1: Design and DMLS additive manufacturing process of 5x5x10 UC SS316L octet-truss lattice specimens with ch
c length, L0, strut thickness, t, lattice specimen length, L, lattice width, W , lattice height, H, baseplate thicknes
late width, Wb, and baseplate height, Hb.

able 1 shows relevant physical properties and dimensions of all lattice specimens. Relative density

lated using volume fraction measurements as follows:

ρ∗/ρs =
Vexp − Vb

Vf
=

Vexp − tbHbWb

(L− tb)HW

e Vexp is the experimental volume of the full specimen found by an Archimedes’ principle suspen

ique [29], Vb is the volume of the rectangular baseplate, and Vf is the space-filling box volum

attice. Vb was calculated from thickness, tb, width, Wb, and height, Hb, of the baseplate and
3
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calculated using the specimen total length, L, width, W , and height, H. Experimental error

uted using measurement uncertainties and error propagation. Mass density values were compute

repeatability of measurements and showed good agreement around 7700 ± 100 kg/m3, slightly l

the expected value of 7960 kg/m3 for AM SS316L [30]. Relative density for computer-aided-de

) models was calculated using Eq. (1) and the corresponding measurements. Due to difficultie

ing small features, experimental relative densities showed significant deviation from CAD values ran

7% for OT10, 10% for OT15, and up to 15% for OT30.

CAD Specimen Vf Vb

L0[mm] t [µm] ρ∗/ρs[%] m[g] Vexp[mL] ρ[kg/m3] L[mm] W [mm] H[mm] tb[mm] Wb[mm] Hb[mm] ρ∗/ρs
1 3.39 440 9.89 27.64 3.71 7450 49.84 24.44 24.44 1.59 24.99 24.97 9.43±
2 3.39 440 9.89 29.72 3.85 7746 49.89 24.43 24.44 1.65 25.02 25.02 9.74±
3 3.39 440 9.89 29.62 3.90 7617 49.91 24.45 24.44 1.60 25.01 25.05 9.99±
4 3.39 440 9.89 28.30 3.68 7710 49.84 24.46 24.49 1.57 25.03 25.04 9.30±
1 3.39 550 14.99 34.90 4.57 7656 49.81 24.54 24.51 1.53 25.00 24.98 12.40±
2 3.39 550 14.99 36.93 4.85 7630 49.62 24.47 24.53 1.28 24.93 25.00 13.92±
3 3.39 550 14.99 37.48 4.89 7677 49.79 24.55 24.56 1.50 25.02 25.02 13.55±
4 3.39 550 14.99 34.87 4.53 7706 49.79 24.55 24.73 1.48 25.00 25.00 12.28±
1 3.39 813 29.98 65.85 8.50 7764 50.01 24.77 24.79 1.61 24.97 25.00 25.15±
2 3.39 813 29.98 66.20 8.81 7535 50.03 24.77 24.77 1.63 24.98 24.99 26.17±

1: Design and experimental parameters for lattice specimen characterization. Measured dimensions of each specime
o compute the relative density.

Normal Plate Impact Experiments

ormal plate impact experiments with high-speed imaging were conducted at varying impact veloc

ecimens with nominal relative densities ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 15%, and 30%. A slotted 38.7 mm bore diam

er gun was used with 76.2 mm long and 38.7 mm diameter aluminum 6061 projectiles (flyers) to im

e specimens at velocities of 270-390 m/s in a chamber with a transparent polycarbonate (PC) win

e 2 illustrates the experimental set-up. Lattice specimens were epoxied to an aluminum target ho

ttached to a mounting gimbal by alumina rods.

b)

[4][3]

[2]
[7]

[6][5]
[1]

a)

[8]

[2]

[4]

[5] [6] [7]

[9]

[1]
[3]

Legend
[1] Barrel
[2] Trigger laser
[3] Lighting laser
[4] Protective box
      w/ mirror
[5] Lattice specimen
[6] Gimbal & target holder
[7] Catcher
[8] Polycarbonate window
[9] High-speed camera

2: (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up for normal plate impact powder gun experiments on lattice specimen
otograph of the laboratory set-up. One side of the protective box is removed for visibility.

xperimental images were captured using a Hyper Vision HPV-X2 high-speed camera (Shimadzu, Ky

) with a Nikon 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G lens and lighting from a non-coherent CAVILUX Smart

itar, Tampere, Finland) with 40 ns pulse lengths which provided sufficient lighting and preve
4
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n blur. A protective box with an interior mirror was used to protect the Cavitar laser and red

onto the test specimen through a small PC window. 128 images (400x250 pixels (px)) were capt

constant framing rate (500,000 to 800,000 frames per second) set to maximize the number of im

normal to the side of the lattice through the PC window during shock compression of the la

men. The framing rate of the high-speed camera was determined by setting the framing interval,

on target impact velocities of 270, 300, 330, and 380 m/s. Experimental image capture was trigg

an Agilent MSO9404A oscilloscope (20 GSa/s sample rate), Wilcom F6230A visual fault locator,

labs PDA10A2 photodiode. Interruption of the laser (placed ahead of the specimen) by the flyer ca

asured voltage drop which triggered after a 1 µs time duration.

Digital Image Correlation

n example of experimental images taken during impact is shown in Fig. 3 and full deformation ca

lized in Supplemental Video S1. 2D digital image correlation (DIC) was performed on the high-s

es using Vic2D (Correlated Solutions, Columbia, SC, USA). Lattice specimens were painted whit

ve contrast in experimental images and a random speckle pattern was applied to each flyer. There

reas of interest (AOI) for these experiments; AOI1: over the flyer used to track rigid flyer displacem

OI2: over the lattice specimen to track specimen particle displacements. A random speckle pat

pplied to the flyer using a Sharpie pen (Fine Point) and produced unique subsets for correlation ana

I1, while the lattice geometry itself was used for correlation of AOI2. A subset size of 29 px (4.35

sed for AOI1 and 23 px (3.45 mm) for AOI2 (corresponding to ≈3/4 of a unit cell) and step siz

with incremental correlation was used in both analyses. Due to the inherent periodicity of the la

men, DIC was able to correlate AOI2 subsets that were smaller than a unit cell with seed points pl

from the impact surface. A maximum error of 0.15 px was set to remove highly decorrelated regi

me image distortion through the polycarbonate (PC) window was expected. Therefore, calibra

es were taken without the PC window and used to measure actual specimen dimensions using Im

These values were then used as calibration lengths in the DIC analyses. The particle velocities of

are then numerically computed by applying the three-point central difference method on the meas

cements at the constant framing rate. Figure 3(b)-(d) shows the DIC results for particle velocity

iment #OT152 on a ρ∗/ρs ≈ 15% specimen at Vimpact ≈ 300 m/s. A clear compression shock fro

e in the images represented by the discontinuity of crushed and non-crushed regions of the specim

discontinuity can also be realized through the overlaid particle velocities which show near zero va

of the front and high constant values behind the front. Due to the large amount of deformation, s

ns lose correlation and values are removed from the results illustrated by the ‘holes’ in later image
5
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c) d)

b)

3: Experimental images for #OT152 at Vimpact ≈ 300m/s and ρ∗/ρs ≈ 15% with (a) DIC areas of interest and (b
ld measurements for particle velocity at time instances, t = 0, 36µs, 94µs, and 131µs after impact.

xperimental Results and Discussion

he experimental matrix for this study is shown in Table 2. Four impact velocities are tested for 10%

specimens, and two for 30% specimens. The velocities of the flyers were extracted from each experim

DIC displacements, and the set ∆t and corresponding FPS are shown.

# ∆t[ns] FPS Vimpact[m/s]
OT101 1900 526,320 270
OT102 1700 588,240 303
OT103 1500 666,670 331
OT104 1300 769,230 381
OT151 1900 526,320 265
OT152 1700 588,240 295
OT153 1500 666,670 331
OT154 1400 714,290 391
OT301 1700 588,240 290
OT302 1400 714,290 381

2: Experimental matrix with frames per second (FPS) determined by setting the framing interval (∆t) of the high-
a to maximize images captured during deformation by a flyer traveling at the impact velocity, Vimpact. The speci
signated as OTPPQ where PP and Q are the nominal relative density (%) and experiment number for that de
tively.

Wave Definitions and Extraction

milar to shock behavior in bulk materials [32], a two-wave structure consisting of (1) an elastic w

2) a compaction (shock) wave was observed during experiments. Similar observation has been

mented in polymeric lattice structures on the sub-millimeter scale impacted around 200-600 m/s.

The elastic wave and shock wave may be defined and the corresponding location can be extra
6
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full-field displacement and velocity measurements. Ravindran et al. have used this techniqu

ately define elastic and shock fronts in aluminum foams [33]. Full-field measurements were aver

the center (middle) row of unit cells to approximate a uniaxial bulk material response. Displacem

elocity measurements were taken as the average over 30 y-pixel (vertical) positions correspondin

enter UC, for each x-pixel (horizontal) position.

he elastic wave front was defined using a 15 µm displacement criterion based on the maximum obse

error (confidence interval) of 0.1 px and average image scale of 0.15 mm/px. The confidence interva

periments remained under 0.1 px during elastic deformation and therefore the criterion is larger than

imental resolution. Wave definition and extraction for experiment #OT152 is shown in Fig. 4. Fi

shows particle displacement plotted against horizontal position (Lagrangian/undeformed coordin

ed using the impact surface as X = 0 and time of impact as t = 0. Each line represents a s

instance taken from one experimental image and the marker represents the position of the elastic fr

icter or looser displacement criterion may slightly alter results, however the steepness and consis

ng of displacement profiles imply similar results for criteria of 10-20 µm.

c)
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4: Wave definition and extraction for experiment #OT152: (a) displacement position profiles with 15 µm displace
on marking the location of the elastic wave front (Xelas); (b) visualization of the shock definition and relevant param
IC particle velocity (up) profiles with respect to (c) time and (d) undeformed (Lagrangian) coordinate, with the e

(ẋelas), flyer (ẋfly), velocity ahead of the shock (ẋ+
s ), and shock front (Us) marked. Every 10th line is highlight

ve data visualization.

he shock front and relevant parameters are defined in both position and time and visualization is sh

g. 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows the particle velocity (up) - time (t) history of all material points (x-p

ions). Each material point of the specimen shows an initial low-amplitude particle velocity from

c wave followed by steep acceleration to a nearly constant particle velocity similar to the flyer sp

hock front was defined for each material point as the point of largest change in velocity–equal to infi
7
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e case of a mathematically sharp shock. Based upon this definition, the shock front may be defi

respect to time for one material point (pixel), or with respect to position for one time instance (ima

e 4(c) shows particle velocities with respect to time (i curves of j data points) and Fig. 4(d) sh

cle velocities with respect to position (j curves of i data points) where i is the number of horizontal p

perimental images ≈ 200 and j is the number of images analyzed ≈ 90. Every 10th line is highlig

prove data visualization. Determination of the shock front using dup/dt caused ‘lines’ of front posit

erge in Fig. 4(c) due to the low temporal resolution from the limited number of experimental ima

mination of the shock front using dup/dX improved extraction of the shock wave as shown in Fig.

o an increased spatial resolution (i > j). The particle velocity ahead of the shock, ẋ+
s , was determ

the particle velocity-time history as the point of maximum change in curvature before the shock fr

he wave fronts were extracted and plotted against time as shown in Fig. 5(a) and visualized u

imental images in Supplemental Video S2. The elastic wave front (Xelas) was determined using

cement criterion, the flyer front (xfly) was determined using displacement measurements of the fl

he Lagrangian shock front (Xs) was determined using the spatial derivative technique in Fig. 4(d).

“Lagrangian” is used to describe parameters defined using the undeformed coordinate system while

“Eulerian” is used to describe parameters defined using the deformed coordinate system. The Eule

front (xs) can be determined by mapping the Lagrangian shock front to the deformed coordi

m using full-field displacement (z) measurements: xs = Xs + z. Flyer speed and shock velocities

uted from the front-time histories using a three-point central difference method. Figure 5(b) shows

lated flyer speed, Lagrangian shock velocity (Us), and Eulerian shock velocity (us) as a function of

the steady shock defined from time t1 to t2 to avoid edge or smoothing effects.
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5: (a) Elastic (Xelas), flyer (xfly), Lagrangian shock (Xs), and Eulerian shock (xs) front-time histories and (b)
ding flyer speed (ẋfly) and shock velocities in the Lagrangian (Us) and Eulerian (us) configurations computed us
point central difference method. A 20% moving mean window was applied to smooth experimental scatter of Eul
velocities (us) indicated by the red solid line.

eceleration of the flyer was observed in all experiments and scatter plots of the shock velocities sho

variations in values. These variations may largely be attributed to noise in experimental front locat
8
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ined with small timesteps used in numerical derivative calculations. Eulerian shock velocities

thed with a 20% moving mean window to eliminate scatter and resemble the smoothness of the

. Front positions appear mostly linear in time which supports the formation of a steady shock in

e specimens and justifies smoothing of data.

. Experimental Elastic Wave Speeds

he elastic wave speeds were computed using a linear fit of the elastic front time history and err

ted as the 95% confidence interval of the fit. Results for all experiments are shown in Fig. 6. The

r trend showing positive correlation between elastic wave speed and relative density which agrees

ositive stiffness correlation with relative density found in lattice structures [1]. However, this t

ently depends on manufacturing defects and geometry which control the stiffness and density of

men. Impact velocity does not appear to influence the wave speeds which agrees with results from o

es [15].
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6: Elastic wave speed as a function of relative density for all experiments. Elastic wave speeds were computed us
fit of the elastic front time-history and error is reported as the 95% confidence interval of the fit.

Rankine-Hugoniot Shock Analysis

ankine-Hugoniot jump conditions were used to analyze the shock compression behavior of lattice s

s. Full-field displacement measurements were used to map between the undeformed and defor

inate systems and allowed for extraction of field variables ahead and behind of the shock. These m

ents allow for application of the Eulerian forms of the jump conditions following the conservatio

, momentum, and energy [34]:

JρKus = JρẋK

JρẋKus = Jρẋ2 − σK
9
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r
ρ

(
E +

1

2
ẋ2

)z
us =

r
ρ

(
E +

1

2
ẋ2

)
ẋ− σẋ2

z

e bracket quantities JqK represent the jump value (q+ − q−) across the shock, ρ is the density, ẋ is

cle velocity, σ is the stress, and E is the specific internal energy. The Eulerian form of these equat

onsidered to account for the effect of the elastic wave on shock behavior, namely the propagatio

hock into non-quiescent material. Significant deviation of the Eulerian shock front and Lagran

front in Fig. 5(a) illustrates a non-negligible effect. The difference in shock fronts is visualize

lemental Video S2 showing the shock and flyer fronts overlaid on experimental images. The Eule

rmed) coordinates show a true tracing of the shock that accounts for elastic deformation.

. Shock Velocity (us) - Particle Velocity (up) Relation

ll Hugoniot characterization was carried out using known or approximated states ahead of the sh

rvation equations Eqs. (2)-(4), and an additional relation between shock velocity, us, and par

ity, up. us is the Eulerian shock velocity shown in Fig. 5(b) and the particle velocity behind the sh

as approximated by the flyer speed, ẋfly, at the same time instant. This approximation is base

onvergence of particle velocities to the flyer speed as seen in Fig. 4(c). The us − up relation is sh

g. 7 for all experiments. Each data point represents a single time instance at which particle veloc

computed from one experimental image. Smoothed data with a 20% moving mean window was

e final results.
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250
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350
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Crush Approx

9.43%
9.74%

9.99%
9.30%

12.40%
13.92%

13.55%
12.28%

24.41%
26.16%

25%

13%

10%

12%

7: Eulerian shock velocity (us) - particle velocity (up) relation for all specimens and linear fits for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 12%,
5%. Each data point corresponds to a measurement from one experimental image and stars represent linearized app
ns. Dotted lines show the ‘crushing speed approximation’ discussed in Section 3.2.2.

gnificant deceleration of the flyer induced a range of up during experiments. Linearized approximat

found by taking a linear fit of the flyer and shock fronts in Fig. 5(a) and are shown as stars in
10
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linear fit was also applied to scatter data to define the us − up relation. While there was signifi

er in the results, the linear fit shows good agreement with linearized values. This agreement sugg

imental noise as the major cause of variation and will be further discussed and validated in Section

e finite element analysis results.

he linear fit of the data was computed for four groups of relative density, 10% (OT101 −OT104),

51, OT154), 13% (OT152, OT153), and 25% (OT301, OT302). Two groups (12%, 13%) were consid

the CAD 15% specimens due to a significant 10% difference in measured relative density values.

fit is of the form:

us = m+ Sup

e m is the constant coefficient and S is the slope of the relation. Experimental results for these fit

n in Table 3 with error found using 95% confidence bounds. The slope, S ≈ 1 for all relative dens

increased with relative density for Eulerian coordinate parameters. A consistent S value and pos

lation of m with relative density matches trends observed in simulation of aluminum foams [22].

ngian shock relations are shown for comparison and demonstrate similar values for S but no trend

n be determined due to high errors. Lagrangian and Eulerian fit parameters are further compared

ssed in simulation results in Section 4.2.

ρ∗/ρs [%] mx Sx mX SX

10 37.98± 12.71 0.978± 0.041 50.02± 25.83 0.923± 0.084
12 59.09± 9.52 0.929± 0.030 59.89± 17.00 0.894± 0.054
13 58.99± 30.43 0.973± 0.105 58.97± 54.6 0.940± 0.188
25 99.15± 28.37 1.014± 0.096 50.83± 39.98 1.107± 0.136

3: Linear fit parameters for experimental linear shock velocity (us) − particle velocity (up) relations of Eulerian, x
ngian, X, coordinate systems for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 12%, 13%, and 25%.

. Crushing Speed Approximation

ost bulk materials typically follow a linear us − up relation with m ≈ c0, where c0 is the bulk so

of the material [34]. Elastic wave speeds celas ≈ 1600-2400 m/s in the lattice specimens (Fig. 6)

higher than the fitted m ≈ 30-100 m/s values in Table 3. This constant, m, is therefore not equiva

e bulk sound speed of the material, but may be physically interpreted by assuming S ≈ 1. An S valu

ximately one suggests a constant compaction strain in the shocked region and modeling the lattic

astic-plastic rigid-locking crushable material [18] where the particle velocity behind the shock is e

e flyer speed. Taking S = 1 in Eq. (5), m can be rewritten:

m = us − up =
d

dt
(xs(t)− xfly(t)) =

d

dt
xc(t)

e the shock velocity (us) and particle velocity (up) can be rewritten as time derivatives of the f

ions, xs(t) and xfly(t), and the distance xs(t) − xfly(t) = xc(t) is recognized as the crushed widt

ttice specimen computed as the distance between the shock front and flyer front. The constant m
11
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be interpreted as the slope of a linear fit to the crush width-time history, or, a constant crushing sp

e 8(a) shows the crushing width versus time plots for all experiments. Experimental curves show s

, but a linear fit can be applied. The linear fit is shown through dotted lines in Fig. 8(a) and the s

e plots are extracted in Fig. 8(b) and plotted against relative density. The crushing speed sho

g positive correlation to relative density and values show good agreement with the calculated fit va

. Using S = 1 and m as the crushing speed may serve as a general approximation for the linear us

on of lattice materials. These approximations are applied for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 12%, 13%, and 25%

g m as the average value for each group and are plotted as dotted lines alongside experimental fi

7. These approximations show good agreement with experimental fit lines within the range of par

ities.
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8: (a) The crush width (distance between flyer and shock front) of shocked specimens as a function of time with l
s; and (b) the crushing speed (slope of linear fit of crush width time history) plotted against relative density.

. Hugoniot Relations for Stress and Internal Energy

ress and internal energy Hugoniot relations can be developed for both elastic and shock waves with

c wave treated as a weak shock into a quiescent material and the shock wave treated as a strong s

non-quiescent material. In the elastic case, us = celas where celas is the measured elastic wave s

ndependent of impact velocity.

he density ratio ahead of the shock, ρ+/ρ0, was approximated by the ratio of the length of the uncru

n in the deformed coordinate to the length of the uncrushed region in the undeformed coordinate. T

hs were found as the distance between the shock fronts and non-impacted face of the lattice such t

0 = (L − tb −Xs)/(L − tb − xs) with specimen length, L, and baseplate thickness, tb. Using full-
12
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urements of ẋ+, ẋ−, us, ρ
+, and conservation of mass (Eq. (2)), the density behind the shock, ρ−,

termined:

ρ− =
ρ+us − ρ+ẋ+

us − ẋ−

is assumed the elastic wave propagates into a quiescent material, or, ẋ+
el = 0. The particle velo

d the elastic wave, ẋ−
el, was defined as the corresponding velocity at which the material point satisfie

cement criterion. Divergence of velocity values was observed for initial data points and so a cons

was approximated for ẋ−
el from the fourth image of each experiment (approximately deformation of

t cell). The velocity ahead of the shock, ẋ+
s , was determined from the particle velocity-time histor

oint of maximum change in curvature before the shock front and was chosen to most accurately de

elocity. Particle velocities ahead of the shock in Fig. 4(c) appeared to gradually increase over t

could be related to material properties such as plasticity or experimental conditions such as la

ment of the specimen but regardless must be accounted for in the analysis.

ssumption or measurement of the stress ahead of the shock, σ+, and conservation of momentum

ay be used to find the stress behind the shock, σ−:

σ− = σ+ + usJρẋK − Jρẋ2K

he stress behind the elastic wave, σ−
el, was calculated assuming quiescent initial conditions and use

ximate the stress ahead of the compaction shock, σ+
s . Equation (8) was solved for each data poin

−
s −up relation shown in Fig. 9 and σ−

s showed a positive correlation with relative density and par

ity. Increasing the relative density at a constant particle velocity caused a larger increase in stress

asing particle velocity at a constant relative density.
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u
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9: Experimental stress, σ−
s , vs. particle velocity, up, Hugoniot relation. Stars represent linearized values by assum

nt shock velocity.
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addition to the stress, the internal energy behind the shock, E−, may be computed in a similar

conservation of energy (Eq. (4)):

E− =
usJρẋ2K − Jρẋ3K + 2JσẋK + 2E+(ρ+us − ρ+ẋ+)

2ρ−(us − ẋ−)

lastic values for E−
el were solved assuming quiescent initial conditions and used to approximate

al energy ahead of the shock, E+
s . Specific internal energy is defined per unit mass and was conve

r unit volume by multiplying by the experimental density (ρ∗). Figure 10 shows the E−
s − up Hugo

on for all experiments (a) per unit mass and (b) per unit volume.

a) b)
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Bulk 
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10: Experimental internal energy, E−
s vs. particle velocity, up, Hugoniot relation normalized per (a) unit mass an

olume. Stars represent linearized values by assuming a constant shock velocity. The black dashed line shows the sp
al energy for bulk AM SS316L [30].

he specific internal energy converged to a single curve for all particle velocities and relative dens

otted black line in Fig. 10 represents values for bulk Laser Engineering Net Shaping (LENS) addit

factured stainless steel 316L from shock experiments [30]. The bulk curve was calculated using meas

imental parameters of LENS AM SS316L: bulk sound speed, c0 = 4474 m/s, longitudinal sound sp

5730 m/s, density, ρ = 7960 kg/m3, velocity at the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), vHEL = 60

oximated from photonic doppler velocimetry wave profiles), and linear coefficient in the Us − up s

onship, s = 1.54. The stress and specific internal energy ahead of the shock were approximated using

rvation of momentum (Eq. 3) and conservation of energy (Eq. 4) and used with a linear Us−up rela

ENS AM SS316L to calculate the specific internal energy behind the shock, E−
s . The lattice struc

s overall show excellent agreement with the results for the bulk material. Mechanical propertie
14
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tive Laser Melting (SLM) AM SS316L have been shown to vary based upon crystallographic text

6] and therefore slight deviations between curves may occur due to differences in mechanical prope

differing AM techniques (LENS vs DMLS). Specific internal energy (per unit mass) of lattice specim

refore solely dependent on the parent material properties and particle velocity. Internal energy per

e showed a positive correlation with particle velocity and relative density–this is due to an increa

in higher relative densities, but little to no change in space-filling volume of the specimens.

umerical Simulations

umerical simulations were used to investigate the validity of the application of shock definitions

eters and to explore additional trends in lattice structure shock behavior. A finite element framew

the Johnson-Cook constitutive model was used to model the AM SS316L lattice specimens. The ela

and shock front locations and speeds were extracted for each unit cell position and Rankine-Hugo

analysis was applied similar to experiments. Simulation results were used to evaluate the effec

ior node measurements and non-constant impact velocities, and were also compared to experime

s.

Finite Element Model Framework

umerical simulations were carried out using Abaqus/Explicit (Dassault Systemes, Providence, RI) fi

nt analysis (FEA) software with 5x5x10 CAD geometries used for AM of specimens. The basepla

specimen was fixed to an analytically rigid plate and a second rigid plate was used to impact the la

displacement boundary conditions corresponding to experimental flyer displacements. A general con

ithm was defined for self-contact of the specimen and rigid plate-lattice interactions. Tetrahedral

ing with quadratic C3D10M elements was used with a local mesh size of 1.5 mm corresponding to

n nodes and 2-3 million elements. Mass scaling was used to increase the computational timestep

ich corresponded to < 0.1% percent change in mass for all specimens. Physical relevance of simulat

valuated by comparing the total energy to external work, internal energy, kinetic energy, and pl

ation at each timestep. Total energy appeared constant with respect to these energies and reach

mum of 3.5% of the kinetic energy across all simulations, with an average value approximately e

%. Figure 11(a) shows the side-view of the FEA 3D framework with lattice specimen and rigid p

ig. 11(b) shows nodes of interest for the numerical analysis. This framework allowed measurem

nalysis of both interior and exterior nodes of the lattice specimen. Exterior nodes provided a d

arison to experimental measurements while interior nodes provided a more appropriate uniaxial st

ximation over the innermost unit cells. Displacements and velocities for interior points were take

verage over four nodes located at the middle vertices of the unit cell. Validation and compariso

two techniques is discussed in Section 4.4.
15
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a) b)

Rigid
Plate

Fixed

11: (a) Front view of the 3D finite element model of a 5x5x10 lattice specimen compressed between one fixed an
g rigid plate and (b) interior and exterior nodes of interest in the 3D model of the lattice specimen.

o model the bulk material, the Johnson-Cook (JC) constitutive model [37] was used for the AM SS3

rial:

σ = [A+B(ϵp)n]

[
1 + Cln

(
ϵ̇p

ϵ̇0

)](
1− θ̂m

)

e ϵp is the equivalent plastic strain, ϵ̇p is the equivalent plastic strain-rate, and ϵ̇0 is the refer

-rate. The non-dimensional temperature, θ̂, is piecewise defined by: (T − Tref )/(Tmelt − Tref

< T < Tmelt; 0 for T < Tref ; and 1 for T > Tmelt. The melting temperature, Tmelt, was taken as

ng temperature of conventional SS316L [38] and a high reference temperature, Tref , was chosen to

erature effects.

M techniques of metals induce different material properties due to grain elongation and partial me

6] and constitutive modeling using conventional SS316L properties may lead to less accurate res

parameters for the Johnson-Cook model (A,B, n,C, ϵ̇0) were taken from experimental data colle

latek et al. [39] on SLM AM SS316L while elastic parameters, density, and m were were chosen

al values for conventional SS316L [38, 40].

/m3] E [GPa] ν [-] A [MPa] B [MPa] n [-] C [-] m [-] Tref [K] Tmelt [K] ϵ̇0 [
000 193 0.27 542 303 0.293 0.028 0.6 1573.15 1673.15 0.00

4: Material parameters used for the Johnson-Cook (JC) constitutive model in numerical simulations. Elastic param
al parameters, and m are taken from typical values for SS316L [38, 40] and the constitutive parameters are taken
ments on AM SS316L by Platek et al. [39].

Simulation Results

sing the defined 3D model, numerical simulations were performed for each corresponding experime

2. Deformation images from simulation results clearly show the two-wave structure seen in experim

e 12(a) shows the visualization of the shock front defined by particle velocities for ρ∗/ρs =

impact ≈ 300 m/s (corresponding to experiment #OT152) and full deformation can be visualize

lemental Video S1. A clear discontinuity in particle velocity was observed between regions of near

ity ahead of the shock and high constant velocity behind the shock.
16
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12: Wave definition and extraction in numerical simulation corresponding to experiment #OT152: (a) deform
s from numerical simulations showed similar shock structure to experimental images; (b) particle velocity profiles for
ell position used to determine shock parameters and front locations; (c) elastic (Xelas), flyer (xfly), and shock (X
time histories; and (d) corresponding shock velocity and flyer speed with 1D shock theory calculations.

igure 12(b) shows the particle velocities extracted from the interior nodes shown in Fig. 11(b). Par

ities were extracted from 10 positions along the lattice each corresponding to one unit cell. The s

was defined using a maximum dup/dt (change in velocity with respect to time) criterion. This techn

hosen over the maximum dup/dX technique used in experiments due to the higher temporal resolu

ber of frames) than spatial resolution (number of unit cell positions) and therefore provided a m

ate calculation. The elastic wave and velocity ahead of the shock were defined as in experiments:

c wave front was defined using a 15 µm displacement criterion and the velocity ahead of the shock

ed from the velocity-time profile as the point of maximum change in curvature before the shock fr

l oscillations of particle velocity behind the shock were observed but clearly follow the deceleratio

yer.

he computed elastic, flyer, and shock fronts are shown in Fig. 12(c) and closely resemble trends

iments. The position of the propagating elastic wave front appears to be progressing linearly in time

c wave speed was extracted by applying a linear fit. Differences between the shock fronts in undefor

eformed configurations were also observed, but were smaller than those in experiments.

lyer speed was set by experimental displacement boundary conditions and shock velocities were c
17
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using a three-point central difference method and are shown in Fig. 12(d). The lower noise in

ation results revealed trends within the velocities: Eulerian shock velocity decreased with time w

ngian shock velocity increased with time. These opposite trends may be explained by conside

itions of the shock velocity in Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates derived by Davison [34]:

Us =
ρ+

ρ0
(us − ẋ+)

quation (11) quantifies the effect of the elastic wave and density ahead of the shock on the Lagran

velocity. This relation allows the computation of shock velocity in either coordinate given kn

s for the density and velocity ahead of the shock. The ratio density ahead of the shock, ρ+/ρ0,

defined as the ratio of distances from the non-compacted lattice face to the shock front: ρ+/ρ

tb − Xs)/(L − tb − xs). Values of both coordinate shock velocities were computed using us, Us,

(11) and are represented by the open data points in Fig. 12(d). These calculated values confirm

asing and decreasing trends of Us and us, respectively. Analysis in either coordinate system is valid

the deformed coordinate showed a positive correlation with the flyer speed with both decreasing

This correlation serves as the justification for defining the us − up relation in the deformed coordi

e Rankine-Hugoniot shock analysis.

Rankine-Hugoniot Shock Analysis

he Rankine-Hugoniot shock analysis of numerical simulations is shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13(a) sh

ulerian shock velocity, us, flyer speed, up relation for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 15%, and 30%. The linear rela

m + Sup, found in experiments was more evident in simulation results and illustrated by the fit

the individual scatter points. Linearized approximations for each simulation are shown by diam

ers. The slope S ≈ 1 for all simulations and appeared to slightly increase with relative density whi

imilar to experimental values and ranged from 30-100 m/s. Fit parameters are shown in Table 5

rther discussed in Section 4.4.

igure 13(b) shows the crush width-time history and the corresponding crushing speeds. Crush w

) − xfly(t)) profiles appeared linear and speeds were found by applying a linear fit. Crushing s

ed a positive correlation with relative density and a slight dependence on particle velocity with hi

ing speeds occurring at higher impact velocities. The us − up relation was again approximated

1 and m as the crushing speed taken as the average for each relative density. Crushing speed us

ximations are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 13(a) and show good agreement with data.

ankine-Hugoniot jump conditions were applied for the elastic wave assuming quiescent initial condit

ave speed, celas, which was measured using a linear fit of the front positions as seen in Fig. 1

elocity behind the elastic wave, ẋ−
el, was taken as the maximum velocity value of the elastic wave

tress behind the elastic wave, σ−
el was approximated using Eq. (8). Each data point represents re

one unit cell position (taken over four interior nodes about the central UC) and used to calculate
18
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13: Shock Hugoniot relations for numerical simulations: (a) shock velocity (us) − particle velocity (up) relation

ng width-time history and crushing speed versus relative density, (c) stress behind the shock (σ−
s ) − particle velocity

n, and (d) internal energy behind the shock (E−
s ) − particle velocity (us) relation per unit mass and per unit volu

niot response, similar to full-field measurements of experiments. The density behind the shock, ρ−s ,

lated using Eq. (7) and the stress behind the shock, σ−
s , was evaluated using Eq. (8). Additionally

ahead of the shock is approximated as σ+
s = σ−

el as done in experiments. It is noted that calculatio

0 and subsequent parameters is improved over the experimental approach due to the true fixed pos

teral motion) of the baseplate.

eaction force measurements on the rigid impactor plate were extracted and directly compared to ca

Hugoniot values. Figure 13(c) shows the σ−
s −up relation with the rigid impactor reaction force outp

niot calculations, and linearized approximations. Excellent agreement between Hugoniot calculat

eaction force outputs validates application of one-dimensional Rankine-Hugoniot shock analysis.

igure 13(d) shows the internal energy (E−
s ) − particle velocity (up) relation calculated using Eq.

pproximation of the state ahead of the shock as E+
s = E−

el . Convergence of curves for internal en

nit mass and divergence of curves for internal energy per unit volume was observed as in experim
19
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Validation of Node Measurements

xterior node measurements on the three-dimensional lattice structure may not match internal n

urements due to lateral movement of exterior material during loading. This difference in valu

ined through the us−up relations for these nodes. Figure 14(a) shows the numerical us−up relatio

ior and interior nodes (shown in Fig. 11(b)) for ρ∗/ρs = 10% specimens with experimental displacem

plied boundary conditions. Exterior nodes showed a lower intercept than interior nodes which ma

reted as a lower crushing speed. This decrease in crushing speed measured in the axial directio

stent with the presence of lateral velocities. Overall, differences between shock velocities were s

xterior node measurements adequately approximate interior measurements. S ≈ 1 with exterior

or values differing around 2%. While m values varied more, the corresponding shock velocities sho

difference within relevant particle velocity ranges.
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14: Comparison of shock velocity (us) − particle velocity (up) relation for interior and exterior nodes for ap
ary conditions of a) experimental displacements and b) constant impact velocities for ρ∗/ρs = 10% specimens.
(◦) correspond to the various nodal values and the diamonds (⋄) correspond to linearized values by assuming a con
velocity.

igure 14(b) show the us−up relation for exterior and interior nodes of ρ∗/ρs = 10% specimens impa

nstant velocities of 270, 300, 330, and 380 m/s. Exterior nodes again showed a lower intercept

or nodes consistent with a lower axial-measured crushing speed due to lateral velocities. Scatt

% was observed in shock velocities and can be attributed to measurement techniques and resolu

llent agreement between linear us − up relations and linearized shock velocity approximations ju

nearized approximations as relevant quantities.

able 5 shows computed values for S, mfit, and mcrush where S and mfit were found using a li

all data points and mcrush was computed as the average crushing speed. Errors for S and

found using 95% confidence bounds and error for mcrush was calculated as the standard error. T

s provide insights into the sensitivity of the us − up calculations. S ≈ 1 within error for all condit

mfit and mcrush varied with significant errors. The difference in fit values between experime

cements and constant velocities was small (1-2% for S, 10-20% for mfit, and 2% for mcrush)
20
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es the use of experimental displacements for us−up relations. Crushing speed was higher in simulat

experiments for all relative densities which may be attributed to perfect geometries and higher rela

ties in simulations.

ρ∗/ρs[%] Node Loading S mfit mcrush

10 Simulation Exterior uconst 1.094± 0.045 12.95± 14.47 44.47± 2.33
10 Simulation Interior uconst 1.047± 0.044 35.68± 14.04 49.41± 1.11
10 Experiment Exterior - 0.978± 0.041 37.98± 12.71 30.93± 2.23
10 Simulation Exterior zexp 1.085± 0.050 15.88± 15.39 43.56± 2.60
10 Simulation Interior zexp 1.063± 0.045 31.54± 13.83 49.34± 2.06
12 Experiment Exterior - 0.929± 0.030 59.09± 9.52 36.32± 4.41
13 Experiment Exterior - 0.973± 0.105 58.99± 30.43 52.10± 4.22
15 Simulation Interior zexp 1.089± 0.051 53.02± 15.30 80.79± 2.15
25 Experiment Exterior - 1.014± 0.096 99.15± 28.37 104.89± 3.09
30 Simulation Interior zexp 1.115± 0.123 101.8± 37.07 137.12± 6.21

5: The linear shock velocity (us) − particle velocity (up) parameters (S,mfit,mcrush) for exterior and interior nod
ments and simulations with applied experimental displacements (zexp) for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 15%, and 30% specimen
nt impact velocities (uconst) for ρ∗/ρs = 10% specimens.

Comparison to Experiments

umerical simulation results support the Hugoniot equation of state (EOS) in the form of a li

up relation as a reasonable approximation of the shock response of SS316L octet-truss lattices.

ized results for all experiments and simulations are shown in Fig. 15. Differences between experim

simulation may be attributed to the constitutive model, additive manufacturing technique [35,

ess effects from geometric imperfections [41], and lower relative densities from manufacturing def

ar trends were observed in both experiment and simulation: a linear us − up relation (Fig. 15

crushing width-time histories and a positive correlation between crushing speed and relative den

15(b)); increasing stress behind the shock with particle velocity and relative density (Fig. 15(c));

rged internal energy per unit mass behind the shock and diverged internal energy per unit vol

d the shock (Fig. 15(d)). Higher values were observed for all quantities in simulations which ma

dent on geometric defects and distributions [26].

verage elastic wave speeds are compared for all relative densities and reported in Table 6. Infi

e approximations were found using effective elastic properties from Bloch-wave homogenizatio

ctet-truss unit cell calculated by Patil and Matlack [42]. Normalized effective uniaxial modulus

as a function of relative density with scaling E∗/Es ∝ (ρ∗/ρs)1.2 and values were extracted

= 10%, 15%, 30%. Wave speed was approximated as c =
√
E∗/ρ∗ using these values. Experiment

ation values were calculated using linear fits of front profiles as previously discussed.
21
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15: Comparison between simulation and experiment for a) shock velocity (us) − particle velocity (up) relation

tion fit lines, b) crushing speed - relative density relation, c) stress (σ−
s ) − particle velocity (up) relation, and d) int

(E−
s ) − particle velocity (up) relation defined per unit mass and per unit volume. The dotted black line repre

mental values for bulk AM SS316L [30].

ρ∗/ρs 10% 15% 30%
Experiment 1709± 54 1934± 26 2322± 11.18
Simulation 2028± 5 2129± 10 2438± 6
Bloch-wave 2009 2142 2299

6: Average elastic wave speeds from experiments and simulations for ρ∗/ρs = 10%, 15%, and 30% specimens. Erro
ated as the standard error of the measurements. Bloch-wave approximations of wave speeds were found using effe
ss calculations [42].

experiment, simulation, and Bloch-wave analysis, elastic wave speed increased with relative den

speeds were lower in experiments and showed better agreement with both simulation and Bloch-w

s at higher relative densities. Bloch-wave approximations of wave speeds showed excellent agreem

simulation values with 1% difference at ρ∗/ρs = 10% and 15%, and 6% difference at ρ∗/ρs = 3

rimental wave speed at ρ∗/ρs = 10% showed 18.6% difference from simulation values, ρ∗/ρs =

ed 10.1% difference, and ρ∗/ρs = 30% showed 4.9% difference.

major reason for this discrepancy in values could be manufacturing defects. Manufacturing defects
22
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ved frequently in the horizontal struts of lower density specimens as seen in Fig. 16. High quant

anufacturing imperfections in ρ∗/ρs = 10% experimental specimens suggest a loss of stiffness

etric defects and support a larger observed difference in speeds. These defects may be attributed to

facturing limits of DMLS technology for features at this length scale such as poor heat conduction

all feature dimensions or powder bed rollers disrupting weakened struts during printing. The effec

etric defects are accounted for in the shock analysis by using the experimental elastic wave speed

ve density values.

10%
25 mm 30%

25 mm

Defects

igure 16: Manufacturing defects of ρ∗/ρs = 10% specimens present on horizontal struts relative to print direction.

ummary and Conclusions

he shock compression behavior of stainless steel 316L octet-truss lattice structures was explored

definitions and Rankine-Hugoniot shock theory were applied to both experiments and simulat

6L octet-truss lattice structures with 5x5x10 unit cell (5 mm/UC) geometries were additively manu

using DMLS. Normal plate impact experiments were conducted on specimens with nominal rela

ties (volume fraction) of 10%, 15%, and 30% at impact velocities ranging from 270 m/s to 390

-speed experimental images were taken at 500,000-800,000 fps and digital image correlation (DIC)

rmed on the lattice specimen and flyer to extract full-field particle velocities. Images showed a dis

ntinuity between regions of highly densified and intact material with a densification front propaga

e direction of impact. Particle velocities of the densified material were approximately equal to the

while the velocities of the intact region were near zero. A two-wave structure consisting of an el

and compaction shock wave was observed in agreement with prior work [14, 15]. The elastic wave

ed using a displacement criterion and elastic wave speeds appear constant for all specimens at a g

ve density. Experimental and simulation elastic wave speeds were found to be around 30%-50% o

sound speed of the parent material.

he observed ‘structural shock’ can be modelled using Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions for

nsional planar shocks. The shock front was defined for each material point at the point of maxim
23
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e of particle velocity and described through position and time using full-field measurements of

e specimen. Full-field measurements allow determination of density and velocity field variables du

propagation and permit application of the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions in the Eulerian f

lastic wave was treated as a weak shock and jump conditions were used to approximate field varia

material behind the elastic wave, but ahead of the shock. Stress and internal energy behind the s

also estimated using the jump conditions and the experimental measurements.

addition to experiments, numerical simulations using finite element analysis (Abaqus/Explicit)

ohnson-Cook constitutive model also exhibit a highly densified region with a steady front separated

tact material. Numerical results validate experimental techniques by verifying the negligible effec

ior node measurements and non-constant impact velocities, matching calculated Hugoniot stress va

merical outputs, and accurately computing shock velocities using 1D shock theory. Rankine-Hugo

sis of numerical simulations matches experimental results leading to the following conclusions:

A linear shock velocity, us, particle velocity, up, relation was found to describe the equation of s

for octet-truss lattice materials: us = m+ Sup. Linearized approximations of velocities were foun

taking a linear fit of the front position-time history and show excellent agreement with fits of the

data.

A slope of S ≈ 1 was found in both experiment and simulation and suggests modeling lattice struct

as elastic-plastic rigid-locking [18] crushable materials.

The constant term, m, is correlated with the crushing front speed with values O(10− 100) m/s si

icantly lower than the bulk sound speed of SS316L with values O(5000) m/s.

Stress behind the shock showed a positive correlation with relative density and particle velocity, w

specific internal energy calculations showed a correlation only with particle velocity.

Specific internal energy of lattice specimens closely resembled values obtained from bulk AM SS3

at similar particle velocities.

1D shock theory may be applied to numerical simulation results without resorting to a Us−up rela

for the bulk material. Qualitative agreement with experimental results shows the shock behavio

lattice structures is dependent on the structural response.

both experiments and numerical simulations, consistent definitions for shock parameters such as f

ions and field variables (density, particle velocity) behind and ahead of the shock have been develo

D Rankine-Hugoniot analysis may be identically applied. With these definitions and theoretical fra

, future work entails the exploration of shock behavior of lattice structures with varying topology

t material. Homogenization and extrapolation of shock behavior based on relative density and unit

ogy would allow for optimization of these materials at a highly decreased computational cost. Exten
24
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er topologies would allow engineering design of impact-dissipative structures for applications of en

ption, and strong lightweight materials for dynamic applications.
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lemental Video 1:

field deformation videos for experiments ¿OT 102 ,¿OT 152 , and ¿OT 301 and the correspondin
rical simulations. The high-speed images were taken at 588,240 frames/s. The videos represent 
nal relative density specimens of 10% ,15%, and 30% with impact velocity, V impact ≈300m / s

erical simulations show particle velocity (up) results with red region values equal to up=300m /

lemental Video 2:

field deformation video imaged at 588,240 frames/s for experiment ¿OT 152 with relative densit

s=13.92%and impact velocity V impact=295m /s with relevant front positions marked and track

c (X elas), flyer (x fly), undeformed shock (X s), and deformed shock (xs). The deformed coordina
 front shows a true tracing of the shock that accounts for elastic deformation ahead of the shock.
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Highlights

Metallic octet-truss lattice structures support elastic and compaction shock waves
Plate-impact experiments were conducted on lattice structures at velocities of 270-390 m/s
Full-field high-speed imaging and digital image correlation enables shock definitions and anal
1D Rankine-Hugoniot shock theory is applied to lattice structures
3D finite element analysis provides validation of application of shock theory to lattices
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